Abstract: Thermal infrared remote sensing observations have been widely used to provide useful information on surface energy and water stress for estimating evapotranspiration (ET). However, the revisit time of current high spatial resolution (<100 m) thermal infrared remote sensing systems, sixteen days for Landsat for example, can be insufficient to reliably derive ET information for water resources management. We used in situ ET measurements from multiple Ameriflux sites to (1) evaluate different scaling methods that are commonly used to derive daytime ET estimates from time-of-day observations; and (2) quantify the impact of different revisit times on ET estimates at monthly and seasonal time scales. The scaling method based on a constant evaporative ratio between ET and the top-of-atmosphere solar radiation provided slightly better results than methods using the available energy, the surface solar radiation or the potential ET as scaling reference fluxes. On average, revisit time periods of 2, 4, 8 and 16 days resulted in ET uncertainties of 0.37, 0.55, 0.73 and 0.90 mm per day in summer, which represented 13%, 19%, 23% and 31% of the monthly average ET calculated using the one-day revisit dataset. The capability of a system to capture rapid changes in ET was significantly reduced for return periods higher than eight days. The impact of the revisit on ET depended mainly on the land cover type and seasonal climate, and was higher over areas with high ET. We did not observe significant and systematic differences between the impacts of the revisit on monthly ET estimates that are based on morning or afternoon observations. We found that four-day revisit scenarios provided a significant improvement in temporal sampling to monitor surface ET reducing by around 40% the uncertainty of ET products derived from a 16-day revisit system, such as Landsat for instance.
Introduction
Evapotranspiration (ET) represents the loss of water from the Earth's surface by evaporation of water intercepted by the soil surface and the canopy, and by vegetation transpiration processes. ET has been estimated at about two thirds of the precipitation over land surfaces [1] . Therefore, ET is a key environmental variable linking the water, carbon, and energy cycles with multiple applications, such as agricultural water management, large scale hydrology, drought monitoring, weather and climate forecasting for example [2, 3] . At large scales, ET may be derived by taking advantage of remotely sensed observations of surface variables that are linked to ET. Indeed, ET cannot be directly measured as a flux from satellites, but the response of plants to water and heat stress directly affects the surface energy balance and surface temperature, which can be measured by thermal infrared (TIR) sensors [4] [5] [6] [7] . Thermal infrared radiometers at km-scale resolution, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) at 1 km or the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) at 750m resolution, provide daily and spatially continuous information about the land surface temperatures that are commonly used to derive ET and drought indices at large scales [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, natural and managed landscapes are usually heterogeneous at smaller spatial scales (<100 m) and require information on biophysical variables at similar spatial scales that can be derived from high spatial resolution observations (<100 m) [12] [13] [14] [15] . For water resources management, spaceborne systems must be able to capture rapid changes in land surface temperature (LST) after a precipitation or irrigation event [16] requiring high spatial resolution observations on a frequent basis. However, remote sensing observations are not temporally continuous.
The revisit intervals of current high spatial resolution satellite-based thermal infrared systems (<100 m resolution) are usually insufficient to characterize the energy and water budgets of land surfaces for a variety of research and applications, such as agricultural water resources management. For example, Landsat has a swath width of 185 km and provides global coverage every 16 days, but depending on local cloud coverage, the frequency of clear sky observations is often much lower, limiting its ability to provide data for operational management-appropriate ET estimates [17] . Moreover, optical sensors (from Visible to TIR) require cloud-free observations to derive surface properties; microwave radiometers may provide information about surface temperature in all weather conditions, but at spatial resolutions too coarse for surface heterogeneity detection. To improve the temporal sampling of current TIR observations and ET estimates at high spatial resolution, the NASA ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) [18] [19] [20] was deployed to the International Space Station on 29 June 2018. ECOSTRESS is providing multispectral thermal infrared data to measure the Earth surface temperature at a spatial resolution of 40 × 70 m. The spaceborne system has an average revisit time of four days over 90% of the contiguous United States (CONUS) at varying times of day depending on the latitude [21] . ECOSTRESS will provide a foundation for the proposed Hyperspectral Infrared Imager (HyspIRI) mission, with a launch no earlier than 2024 and with a five-day revisit [21] . Other high spatial resolutions and high revisit missions are currently under study. The Copernicus Land Surface Temperature Monitoring (LSTM) mission has been identified as a priority mission by the European Space Agency (ESA) to monitor energy and water budgets and complement the Sentinel program. LSTM has started an ESA preparatory phase study in 2018 to establish mission feasibility. To support agriculture management services, LSTM will have a spatial resolution of 30-50 m and a temporal resolution lower than three days [22] . The French Space Agency (CNES) and the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) have also started the design of a new satellite mission called TRISHNA, combining a high spatial resolution (50 m) and high revisit capacities (between two and three days) in the thermal infrared domain [23] . The launch of TRISHNA is planned at the 2024 horizon. Using cloud mask products from MODIS, Mercury et al. [24] found that a five-day revisit period provides a sufficient number of clear-sky scenes to enable both monthly and quarterly surface energy assessments of the vast majority of the Earth's land surface. Using data from a single Landsat satellite (i.e., system with a 16-day revisit period), Allen et al. [17] showed that having at least one cloud-free image per month for selected locations was verified only one year out of the 26-year Landsat archive used by the authors. Using ground station measurements and MODIS cloud masks, Lagouarde et al. [16] estimated that only a one-day revisit spaceborne system could provide on average one cloud-free image every five days over Europe. In a paper focused on future Landsat capacities for water management, Anderson et al. [12] recommend a revisit lower than four days. Lagouarde et al. [25] pointed out the effect of atmospheric turbulence on surface temperature and recommend revisit periods as high as possible (no value was provided by the authors) to cope with associated LST uncertainties. Alfieri et al. [26] found that a return interval of five days or less was necessary for accurate daily ET estimates, i.e., relative error lower than 20%.
The estimation of daily ET from time-of-day observations is also an existing problem. Current high spatial resolution systems are on sun-synchronous orbits and only provide time-of-day observations which may not be appropriate for water resources management. Therefore, various methods have been developed to scale time-of-day derived ET to daytime or daily averages for management applications [27] [28] [29] . A summary of the main temporal scaling methods and key findings is provided in Table 1 . The reported methods are based on the assumption of self-preservation of evaporative ratios (ER) between ET and different scaling reference fluxes during daytime [30, 31] . Four scaling reference fluxes are usually used: The top-of-canopy (TOC) incoming shortwave radiation (measured or calculated) [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , the top-of-atmosphere incoming shortwave radiation [36] [37] [38] [39] , the surface available energy representing the difference between the surface net radiation and the soil heat flux [4, 33, 34, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , and the surface potential evapotranspiration [35, 37, 38] . The term "evaporative fraction" (EF) is commonly used when the available energy at the surface is used as reference scaling flux. Prior studies showed that the self-preservation assumption is not verified throughout the daylight hours in general [4, [43] [44] [45] . Except for the work by Van Niel et al. [36, 45] , most of the previous studies considered daytime average ET only because the assumption of a constant evaporative ratio is usually not satisfied during nighttime [46] . It should be noted that Kustas et al. [27] and Stannard et al. [47] suggested that the nighttime contribution can represent 5% to 13% of the daytime total depending on vegetation type and soil moisture conditions. Geostationary satellites can provide diurnal information with temporal resolutions from 15 min to 1 h, but the relatively coarse spatial resolution of the thermal bands, e.g., 2 km for the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) on the GOES and Himawari series, may cause additional difficulties due to spatial variability of surface biophysical properties within coarser pixels.
In this study, we evaluated the uncertainty on ET retrievals resulting from the scaling of time-of-day measurements up to monthly and seasonal average estimates using ground-based observations made at different AmeriFlux sites spanning a wide range of ecosystems and climates over the contiguous United States. The objective was twofold. First, we compared four different temporal scaling methods commonly used to derive integrated ET over daytime from time-of-day ET retrievals. Then, we evaluated the impact of satellite revisit times on monthly and quarterly ET average. Section 2 presents the different temporal scaling methods that we evaluated, and the methodology used to generate and evaluate the representativeness of the temporal series of monthly and seasonal ET associated with different revisit periods. The AmeriFlux data sets used in the study are described in Section 3, and results are presented and discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. This study was based on in situ ET measurements only and no actual remote sensing observations were used. Therefore, potential errors due to ET retrieval algorithms were not considered, and only uncertainties induced by the scaling and interpolation procedures were evaluated. Throughout the text, specific attention was made on thermal infrared systems because (1) long-term thermal infrared missions at high spatial and temporal resolutions did not exist at the time this article had been published, (2) ECOSTRESS was launched few month ago (June 2018) to demonstrate the need for high spatial and temporal resolutions thermal infrared missions and (3) other thermal infrared missions (i.e., LSTM, TRISHNA) were under study. However, results were based on ground-based direct measurements of ET and were therefore also valid for other systems and spectral domains that could be used to derive ET estimates. 
Materials and Methods
The impact of the satellite revisit period on monthly and seasonal ET is evaluated using continuous and long-term ground-based measurements of ET from the AmeriFlux network using the eddy-covariance technique [48] .
Scaling ET from Instantaneous Observations to Daytime Averages

Four Scaling Methods Based on Self-Preservation of Evaporative Ratios
In the first part of the paper, we evaluated four different methods commonly used to scale ET from instantaneous observations to daytime averages. The scaling methods are based on daytime self-preservation of the evaporative ratios between ET and different reference scaling fluxes: (1) The topof-canopy incoming shortwave radiation or solar global radiation (R g ), (2) the top-of-atmosphere incoming shortwave radiation (R TOA ), (3) the surface available energy (AE) representing the difference between the surface net radiation and the soil heat flux (measured by the AmeriFlux stations), and (4) the potential evapotranspiration (PET).
Daytime evapotranspiration (ET F,d ) represents the cumulative surface evapotranspiration (in mm) from sunrise to sunset scaled from time-of-day latent heat flux (λE t ) using the reference scaling flux F (Equation (1)).
where F t is the instantaneous reference scaling flux in W m −2 or joule (J); F d is the daytime average scaling flux, i.e., integrated F over daylight hours from sunrise to sunset in J; λ is the latent heat of vaporization (λ = 2.45 MJ kg −1 ). The subscript "F" stands for the reference flux used (e.g., ET RG,d or ET AE,d ). Subscripts "t" and "d" refer to time-of-day and daytime fluxes, respectively. Two of the scaling fluxes (R g and AE) were directly measured by the stations. PET was computed using the Penman's formula [49, 50] (Equation (2)) based on measured net radiation (R n in MJ m −2 day −1 ), wind speed (u in m s −1 ), air temperature and relative humidity. The Penman's form of PET is fully-physically based, including all primary meteorological variables involved in the ET process [51] . It was showed to be the most appropriate form of PET when considering a changing climate [52] , energy-limited environments or 'equitant' climate, i.e., PET close to the water supply [53] :
where ∆ is the slope of saturation-to-vapor pressure curve depending on air temperature, γ is the psychrometric constant and VPD is the vapor pressure deficit (in kPa). R TOA was derived from information on the sun-site geometry only [39] :
where S sun is the solar constant (≈1360 W m −2 ); DOY is the day of year; θ s is the sun zenith angle depending on the declination angle, date and location (latitude and longitude) of the sites.
β Factors, a Metric to Evaluate the Self-Preservation of Evaporative Ratios
Van Niel et al. [36, 45] introduced a β factor (β F in Equation (4)) to characterize observed biases in the upscaling methods when self-preservation of the evaporative ratio λE t /F t was not verified. β factors were used in this study as a metric to compare and evaluate the four different scaling methods. The β factor is equal to 1 when self-preservation of the evaporative ratio is verified, i.e., the evaporative ratios derived from time-of-day and daytime average fluxes are equal (see Equation (1)). β factors depend on the acquisition time (t), land surface type and local climate, and may vary seasonally due to the non-uniform distribution of precipitation throughout the year and surface hydrology variability. Van Niel et al. [45] calculated β AE factors for the evaporative fraction (i.e., F = AE was used as reference scaling flux) and clear-sky conditions only accounting for all available data from two eight-year datasets, while Van Niel et al. [36] accounted for all-sky conditions and average seasonal variability of β AE over two 11-year datasets. Following Van Niel et al. [45] , β factors for each site and clear-sky conditions were calculated as the median values of daily β F,i factors over the whole dataset or individual months to account for seasonal variability (Equation (4)):
where subscript i is used to represent the i-th clear-sky observations in a period of time (month or entire data set in our study) consisting of a total of n clear-sky observations.
Metrics to Evaluate the Different Scaling Methods
Observed discrepancies between the different scaling methods and ground-based average daytime ET were characterized using four different metrics: The β factor (Equation (4)), the median error (ME; Equation (5)), the median absolute deviation (MAD, Equation (6)), and the root mean square error (RMSE; Equation (7)) of the differences.
where D F,i represents the difference between daytime ET estimated using Equation (1) and measured by a flux tower; the subscripts i and F are used to represent individual days in a given set of n days and the reference flux used for daytime scaling in Equation (1), respectively. In our study, sets of n days represent the entire data set or sets of days that are either mostly clear or mostly cloudy.
Assessing the Impact of the Satellite Revisit Period on ET
From AmeriFlux data, the study consisted to simulate discontinuous series of ET at a given overpass time (by crossing clear sky conditions with revisit), and then to reconstruct continuous series of daily ET by successively (1) interpolating between successive cloud-free observations and (2) scaling instantaneous observations (as they would be available from space) at daily scale. This study is based on ground data only.
Generation of Series of Observations with Different Revisit Periods
The impact of the satellite return period on monthly and seasonal ET estimates was evaluated by comparing different revisit scenarios with two reference datasets: (1) A one-day revisit dataset based on all clear-sky observations made at a given time-of-day by the flux tower, and (2) the daytime average flux tower measurements accounting for all days (including cloudy conditions). The different revisit scenarios are based on the different sampling of clear-sky ground-based observations for a given time-of-day. For each site, an n-day revisit scenario is derived by selecting the clear-sky observations at the time of the satellite overpass available over the n-day cycle. As results may depend on the initialization date, n time series can be derived for each revisit frequency. Then, the n different samples associated with n different revisit initializations were compared with the reference datasets and the mean observed discrepancies were used for comparison with other revisit scenarios.
Two overpass times have been considered to represent the nominal times of a morning and afternoon satellite overpass: 10:00 and 13:00 The 10:00 overpass corresponds to instruments like the Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) onboard Landsat-8, the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), MODIS onboard Terra or the Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLSTR) onboard Sentinel 3, and the afternoon overpass to instruments like MODIS onboard Aqua or VIIRS onboard the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership (Suomi-NPP) and Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) spacecrafts, for example. The afternoon overpass is also the preferred overpass time for missions in preparation, such as TRISHNA or LSTM [22, 23] . The impact of acquisition time on the ability to detect water stress and then derive daily ET estimates in accordance with the actual stress level and the stability of temperature measurements was discussed by [54, 55] . Lagouarde et al. [55] also showed that the difference between cloud coverage at 10:00 and 13:00 had no significant impact on ET estimates.
Interpolation between Clear-Sky Observations
For cloudy conditions or when observations are not available due to satellite return periods, the time-of-day evaporative ratio of the missing day is estimated from consecutive available observations using linear interpolation following the methodology used by Zhang and Lemeur [34] . It should be noted that the linear interpolation does not allow for real time monitoring under cloudy conditions. An example of an eight-day revisit scenario is given in Figure 1 , where the TOA incoming solar radiation (R TOA ) is used to scale time-of-day ET measurements to daytime ET. Eight different eight-day revisit scenarios can be derived from the control one-day series by starting each sample on a different day. The impact of the revisit on ET estimates has been measured using statistical analysis of monthly and seasonal average ET. The four seasonal periods-winter, spring, summer and fall-are December, January and February (DJF); March, April and May (MAM); June, July and August (JJA); and September, October and November (SON), respectively. Two metrics are used to quantify the difference between monthly and seasonal ET average estimated from a given revisit scenario and the ground-based dataset: The root mean square difference/error (RMSE) and a robust estimator of the maximum deviation represented by the median error plus three times the value of the median absolute deviation [56] , referred to as maximum deviation estimator hereafter. RMSE is used to characterize the average uncertainty associated with a given revisit period. The estimator of the maximum deviation is used to evaluate the capability of a given revisit dataset to capture short-term changes in surface hydrology, such as the drying period following a moisture event.
Clear Sky Identification
In situ measurements made under cloudy conditions were identified based on the departure of the incoming shortwave radiation measured by the station from estimated clear-sky shortwave radiation following [55] . First, for a given location, date and time, the expected value of the clear-sky incoming shortwave radiation is approximated by the maximum value measured by the station over the entire dataset-about ten years of data are available per site on average. Ground-based measurements are flagged cloudy if the measured shortwave radiation is lower than 80% of the estimated clear-sky radiation. On average, the value of 80% represents a good compromise between the need to remove data actually contaminated by clouds and the need to account for possible interannual calibration differences by being overly selective.
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 573 8 of 32 the ground-based dataset: The root mean square difference/error (RMSE) and a robust estimator of the maximum deviation represented by the median error plus three times the value of the median absolute deviation [56] , referred to as maximum deviation estimator hereafter. RMSE is used to characterize the average uncertainty associated with a given revisit period. The estimator of the maximum deviation is used to evaluate the capability of a given revisit dataset to capture short-term changes in surface hydrology, such as the drying period following a moisture event. Methodology used to generate different revisit scenarios-the figure presents an example of an eight-day revisit scenario using data collected at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Southern Great Plains, OK. (a) A control evaporative ratio series is calculated using ground-based measurements at a given satellite overpass time assuming a one-day revisit period-here the modeled top-of-atmosphere incoming shortwave radiation (R TOA ) is used as scaling reference flux. Eight different eight-day revisit scenarios can be derived from the control one-day series by starting each sample on a different day. For the eight-day scenarios, the larger markers in (a) represent clear sky observations, and the smaller markers represent days with no satellite observations (due to return period or clouds) associated with evaporative ratios estimated from two consecutive clear sky observations using linear interpolation. (b) Impact of different eight-day revisits initializations on monthly ET estimates. The gray filled area represents the ensemble of eight-day revisit samples associated with eight different start days.
The AmeriFlux Network
Part of the FLUXNET network [48] , AmeriFlux provides continuous observations of ecosystem level exchanges of CO 2 , water and energy, and micrometeorological parameters at diurnal, seasonal, and interannual time scales. We used measurements of radiative forcing (shortwave and longwave downwelling and outgoing radiation), surface fluxes (soil heat and latent heat), and atmospheric parameters (air temperature) collected at 21 AmeriFlux sites over the contiguous United States. The selected stations operate in climatologically diverse regions and are representative of various land cover types (Table 2) . [71] In this study, the primary data set used is the latent heat flux λE that is derived from eddy-covariance measurements. The footprint of tower-based flux measurements depends on several parameters, such as the sensor height, surface roughness around the tower, wind speed and direction, and atmospheric stability and may vary from a tenth of km 2 to several km 2 [72] .
AmeriFlux instruments are carefully maintained and a detailed description of the network and a summary of the accuracy assessment of each instrument are provided by Baldocchi et al. [48] . It should be noted that the authors found that quality control tests of surface energy balance closure suggested that turbulent fluxes at some sites are systematically 10% to 30% too small to close the energy budget. Different approaches have been developed to correct for closure issues. They were usually based on the assumption that the convective fluxes are underestimated using the eddy covariance technique [73, 74] . Indeed, the non-closure of measured energy balance can be partly due to errors measuring heat storage in the canopy and the upper soil surface layer as mentioned by [75, 76] , footprint mismatch between the eddy fluxes and the other energy fluxes (net radiation and soil heat) [77, 78] , inaccuracies in the eddy covariance processing [79] , or low frequency turbulence structures not captured by the eddy covariance system [77] . In this study, we did not correct for energy imbalance and used the measured latent heat flux as they were provided in the database. AmeriFlux datasets are archived and distributed by the Oak Ridge National laboratory [80] . For each selected site, the dataset represents 30-min averages of each parameter; the evapotranspiration is represented by the latent heat flux in W m −2 in the AmeriFlux database.
The selected sites represented four main land cover types: Forests, croplands, grasslands and woody savannahs. We selected locations with companion sites for which the local climate did not vary, but for which the canopy development, plant phenology stage or land water use might differ. Instrumented crops are irrigated or rainfed near Mead in Nebraska; the Loblolly pine stands in North Carolina have different ages: The older stand is around 20 years-old, and the companion site (Loblolly pine clearcut in Table 2 ) was planted with loblolly pine seedlings in 2004 after a clearcut, for example. In this study, the primary data set used is the latent heat flux λE that is derived from eddycovariance measurements. The footprint of tower-based flux measurements depends on several parameters, such as the sensor height, surface roughness around the tower, wind speed and direction, and atmospheric stability and may vary from a tenth of km 2 to several km 2 [72] .
Results
Clear Sky Identification
The selected sites represented four main land cover types: Forests, croplands, grasslands and woody savannahs. We selected locations with companion sites for which the local climate did not vary, but for which the canopy development, plant phenology stage or land water use might differ. Instrumented crops are irrigated or rainfed near Mead in Nebraska; the Loblolly pine stands in North Carolina have different ages: The older stand is around 20 years-old, and the companion site (Loblolly pine clearcut in Table 2 ) was planted with loblolly pine seedlings in 2004 after a clearcut, for example.
Results
Clear Sky Identification
On average over the 21 selected sites, 20 and 19 observations per month were made under clear sky conditions in Summer at 10:00 and 13:00, respectively, around 16 clear-sky observations per month in spring or fall, while only 12 and 14 observations per month were clear in December ( Figure  2 , one-day revisit period). The median number of clear-sky observations dropped to five and two observations per month for return periods of 4 and 10 days, respectively. However, the impact of cloud coverage may significantly differ from one station location to another (see the spread of data in Figure 2 ). For example, in July at 10:00, 29 observations were identified clear-sky at Tonzi Ranch, CA on average, but only 16 at Chestnut Ridge, TN. In comparison to the global statistics for cloud-free MODIS observations produced by Lagouarde et al. [23] with a 5 km resolution, we found that ground-based estimates were usually slightly higher than MODISderived products. This may be due to differences in spatial scales, i.e., a partly cloudy sky can significantly affect a km-scale satellite pixel and be flagged by the cloud mask algorithm without affecting in situ observations.
Scaling ET from Instantaneous Observations to Daytime Averages
For each site, the multi-year median value and dispersion of the four evaporative ratios ( / in Equation (1)) were derived from daily clear-sky observations collected at 10:00 and 13:00 ( Figure  3 ; Table A1 in Appendix A), respectively. We also reported (star symbols between the boxplots in Figure 3 ) the true evaporative ratio based on measured daytime average ET and reference fluxes (i.e., , / . As expected, we found lower median evaporative ratios (ER) for sites located in semiarid areas (Sites referred to as Aud, SRM, Ton, Var in Figure 3 ). For these sites, ERAE and ERTOA varied in the 0.10-0.16 and 0.04-0.1 ranges, respectively. For semi-arid sites, we also observed a higher number of data above the upper whispers (third quartile + 1.5 interquartile) describing that a relatively low number of precipitation events are associated with high ER values at these sites. We found that time-of-day evaporative ratios based on AE and PET reference fluxes (ERAE and ERPET) usually significantly underestimated the daytime average evaporative ratio and we sometimes observed large differences between ER calculated at 10:00 and 13:00 For example, differences higher than 0.1 in median ERPET were observed at agricultural sites in Konza (kon) and Mead (Ne1, Ne2, Ne3), for example. Results illustrated the fact that evaporative ratios based on AE and PET were not constant during daytime and might significantly vary with the acquisition time. Such a result has been previously noticed for the evaporative fraction (ERAE) in several studies [40, 43, 44] . Conversely, differences between the two acquisition times (10:00 and 13:00) are usually low for evaporative ratios based on RG and RTOA scaling reference fluxes, suggesting more conservative ratio along the day than for evaporative ratios based on AE and PET. However, the impact of cloud coverage may significantly differ from one station location to another (see the spread of data in Figure 2 ). For example, in July at 10:00, 29 observations were identified clear-sky at Tonzi Ranch, CA on average, but only 16 at Chestnut Ridge, TN. In comparison to the global statistics for cloud-free MODIS observations produced by Lagouarde et al. [23] with a 5 km resolution, we found that ground-based estimates were usually slightly higher than MODIS-derived products. This may be due to differences in spatial scales, i.e., a partly cloudy sky can significantly affect a km-scale satellite pixel and be flagged by the cloud mask algorithm without affecting in situ observations.
For each site, the multi-year median value and dispersion of the four evaporative ratios (λE t /F t in Equation (1)) were derived from daily clear-sky observations collected at 10:00 and 13:00 ( Figure 3 ; Table A1 in Appendix A), respectively. We also reported (star symbols between the boxplots in Figure 3 ) the true evaporative ratio based on measured daytime average ET and reference fluxes (i.e., λET F,d /F d ). As expected, we found lower median evaporative ratios (ER) for sites located in semi-arid areas (Sites referred to as Aud, SRM, Ton, Var in Figure 3 ). For these sites, ER AE and ER TOA varied in the 0.10-0.16 and 0.04-0.1 ranges, respectively. For semi-arid sites, we also observed a higher number of data above the upper whispers (third quartile + 1.5 interquartile) describing that a relatively low number of precipitation events are associated with high ER values at these sites. We found that time-of-day evaporative ratios based on AE and PET reference fluxes (ER AE and ER PET ) usually significantly underestimated the daytime average evaporative ratio and we sometimes observed large differences between ER calculated at 10:00 and 13:00 For example, differences higher than 0.1 in median ER PET were observed at agricultural sites in Konza (kon) and Mead (Ne1, Ne2, Ne3), for example. Results illustrated the fact that evaporative ratios based on AE and PET were not constant during daytime and might significantly vary with the acquisition time. Such a result has been previously noticed for the evaporative fraction (ER AE ) in several studies [40, 43, 44] . Conversely, differences between the two acquisition times (10:00 and 13:00) are usually low for evaporative ratios based on R G and R TOA scaling reference fluxes, suggesting more conservative ratio along the day than for evaporative ratios based on AE and PET. Table 2 .
Following [36, 45] , we derived β factors using in situ flux data (Equation (4)) to evaluate the performance of the different scaling methods and verify the assumption of a constant evaporative Table 2 .
Following [36, 45] , we derived β factors using in situ flux data (Equation (4)) to evaluate the performance of the different scaling methods and verify the assumption of a constant evaporative ratio during daytime (Figure 4) . β factors characterized the bias between estimated and measured daytime ET; they were presented in Figure 4 as a function of the ratio between annual solar radiation measured at the surface (R G ) and simulated at the top of the atmosphere (R TOA ) as a proxy for cloudiness, and the ratio between annual ET and PET as a proxy for aridity [81] . This draws a rough line between temperate (high ET/PET) and semi-arid (low PE/PET) sites. Sites with high (respectively low) R G /R TOA ratio were usually associated with lower (respectively higher) ET/PET ratio. The median errors and median absolute deviations between retrieved and measured daytime ET are presented in Figure 5 . Results in Figures 4 and 5 were based on clear-sky observations at 13:00 with no restrictions on sky conditions before or after 13:00 (i.e., part of the day could be cloudy). For all scaling methods, we found that β factors tend to increase when the ET/PET ratio decreases or when the R G /R TOA ratio increases. For example, β AE factors were around 1.0- (Table A1 in Appendix A). The scaling method based on R TOA overestimated daytime ET at some of the sites and we found associated β RTOA factors lower than 1 (Figure 4) .
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 32 ratio during daytime (Figure 4 ). β factors characterized the bias between estimated and measured daytime ET; they were presented in Figure 4 as a function of the ratio between annual solar radiation measured at the surface (RG) and simulated at the top of the atmosphere (RTOA) as a proxy for cloudiness, and the ratio between annual ET and PET as a proxy for aridity [81] . This draws a rough line between temperate (high ET/PET) and semi-arid (low PE/PET) sites. Sites with high (respectively low) RG/RTOA ratio were usually associated with lower (respectively higher) ET/PET ratio. The median errors and median absolute deviations between retrieved and measured daytime ET are presented in Figure 5 . Results in Figures 4 and 5 were based on clear-sky observations at 13:00 with no restrictions on sky conditions before or after 13:00 (i.e., part of the day could be cloudy). For all scaling methods, we found that β factors tend to increase when the ET/PET ratio decreases or when the RG/RTOA ratio increases. For example, βAE factors were around 1.0- (Table A1 in Appendix A). The scaling method based on RTOA overestimated daytime ET at some of the sites and we found associated βRTOA factors lower than 1 ( Figure 4 ). Table 2 .
The dispersion of β factors around the median value was represented by the median absolute deviation (areas of the circles in Figure 4 ) and tends to increase with a decrease of ET/PET or increase of RG/RTOA. The associated median errors ( Figure 5) were lower than 0.1 mm per day for the methods based on scaling radiation fluxes (RG and RTOA). Higher median errors were systematically observed Table 2 .
The dispersion of β factors around the median value was represented by the median absolute deviation (areas of the circles in Figure 4 ) and tends to increase with a decrease of ET/PET or increase of R G /R TOA . The associated median errors ( Figure 5) were lower than 0.1 mm per day for the methods based on scaling radiation fluxes (R G and R TOA ). Higher median errors were systematically observed for the methods based on AE and PET, with maximum median errors around 0.2 and 0.3 mm per day, respectively. Table 2 .
Average results derived from all the sites for different sky conditions through daytime before and after clear-sky observations made at two different times (10:00 and 13:00) are presented in Table  3 . Daytime periods were considered "mostly clear-sky" when 80% or more of the observations were identified clear. They were considered "cloudy" otherwise. Globally, the scaling method based on simulated RTOA showed the best performance to scale time-of-day ET observations to daytime average. Accounting for all possible daytime sky conditions (clear and cloudy) before and after clearsky observations-context of remote sensing applications-and all the sites, βRTOA factor was significantly closer to one than factors derived from other methods: We found βRTOA of 0.93 and 0.99 when based on 10:00 and 13:00 observations, respectively, while βRG was 1.09 and 1.07, βAE was 1.18 and 1.17 and βPET was 1.11 and 1.20, for 10:00 and 13:00 observations, respectively. As expected, results associated with the RTOA-based method were slightly better when only clear-sky conditions during daytime were considered, and slightly reduced in quality when only cloudy sky conditions were considered. Median errors of estimated daytime ET based on RTOA were also lower than those derived from the other methods (Table 3) . Differences in median absolute deviations between the methods were relatively small. Median error (ME, represented by the colors) and median absolute deviation (MAD, represented by the area of the circles) between simulated and measured daytime average ET for each site depending on the ratio between the annual mean surface solar radiation (R G ) and simulated TOA radiation (R TOA ) and the ratio between the annual mean actual (ET) and potential (PET) evapotranspiration for different reference scaling fluxes: (a) AE, (b) R G , (c) R TOA and (d) PET. Scaling to daytime values was based on ET measurements at 13:00 assuming self-preservation between ET and different scaling fluxes. The MAD varies from 0.06 mm day −1 (smallest circle) to 0.33 mm day −1 (largest circle). The AmeriFlux site ID labels are defined in Table 2 .
Average results derived from all the sites for different sky conditions through daytime before and after clear-sky observations made at two different times (10:00 and 13:00) are presented in Table 3 . Daytime periods were considered "mostly clear-sky" when 80% or more of the observations were identified clear. They were considered "cloudy" otherwise. Globally, the scaling method based on simulated R TOA showed the best performance to scale time-of-day ET observations to daytime average. Accounting for all possible daytime sky conditions (clear and cloudy) before and after clear-sky observations-context of remote sensing applications-and all the sites, β RTOA factor was significantly closer to one than factors derived from other methods: We found β RTOA of 0.93 and 0.99 when based on 10:00 and 13:00 observations, respectively, while β RG was 1.09 and 1.07, β AE was 1.18 and 1.17 and β PET was 1.11 and 1.20, for 10:00 and 13:00 observations, respectively. As expected, results associated with the R TOA -based method were slightly better when only clear-sky conditions during daytime were considered, and slightly reduced in quality when only cloudy sky conditions were considered. Median errors of estimated daytime ET based on R TOA were also lower than those derived from the other methods (Table 3) . Differences in median absolute deviations between the methods were relatively small.
Globally, we found that upscaling ET using one of the four selected methods resulted in relatively small median errors (absolute values varying from 0.01 to 0.13 mm day −1 depending on the method used and time-of-day). However, the method based on simulated top-of-atmosphere solar radiation (R TOA ) slightly outperformed the other methods (β factors closer to one and lower median errors on average) and was used in the next section to evaluate the impact of the revisit period on ET estimates. Also, as already mentioned by [34, 39, 45] , using a simple function to calculate R TOA and upscale ET to daytime totals represents a viable alternative for large-scale hydrological applications and the use of remote sensing information. Table 3 . β-factor (Equation (4)), Median Error (ME) and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) between simulated and measured daytime ET in mm per day accounting for all the sites. Simulated daytime values were derived from ET measurements at 10:00 and 13:00 and different scaling variables: Available Energy (AE), Observed surface incoming SW radiation (R G ), Simulated TOA SW radiation (R TOA ) and potential evapotranspiration (PET 
Impact of the Satellite Revisit Period on ET Estimates
For each land cover type and season, the RMSE calculated between monthly daytime ET derived from the one-day revisit control dataset and the different revisit scenarios increased with the increasing revisit period ( Figure 6 ; Table A2 in Appendix A). For the summer period (JJA), the mean RMSE calculated using the full dataset based on 13:00 observations varied from 0.37 mm per day for a two-day revisit, to 0.55 and 0.73 for a 4-day and 8-day revisit, respectively, and up to 0.90 mm per day for a 16-day revisit scenario (Figure 6 ; Table A2 in Appendix A). Such differences represented 13%, 19%, 26% and 31% of the average daytime ET derived from the one-day reference sample, respectively. Similar values were obtained for RMSE based on 10:00 observations: From 0.37 mm (13%) to 0.92 mm per day (32%) for the two-day and 16-day revisit scenarios. We found higher RMSE values in summer when the vegetation was fully developed with a maximum of transpiration when soil moisture is not limiting. However, relative RMSE were systematically higher in wintertime, varying from 24% for the two-day scenario to 56% for the 16-day scenario (Figure 6b,d ; Table A2 in Appendix A), but associated with relatively low absolute RMSE value (Figure 6a,c) . High differences in relative errors values obtained in wintertime were due to low evapotranspiration in winter, which was around 0.4 mm per day on average compared to around 3 mm per day in summer. As a result, small variations in ET had relatively large impacts, but were not really significant. Except for wintertime, no significant differences were observed between results based on the 10:00 and 13:00 datasets when considering all the sites. For a four-day return period (e.g., the temporal resolution of ECOSTRESS), the relative RMSE was around 19% in summer, around 25% during spring and fall and up to 39% in winter. For revisit periods of eight days or more, the relative errors were higher than 33% in spring or fall and up to 45% in wintertime. The above results ( Figure 6 ) were obtained when the one-day revisit dataset was selected as the reference dataset to mainly isolate the effect of the satellite return period on ET estimates. The oneday revisit dataset was derived from time-of-day clear-sky observations using daytime scaling and interpolation for the cloudy days. We also calculated uncertainty estimates using the measured monthly daytime ET (integration of all daytime measurements for all sky conditions) as reference dataset (Figure 7 ) to represent the uncertainties associated with daytime scaling and interpolation processes. The RMSE between the retrieved one-day revisit dataset based on 13:00 observations and the ground-based averages mainly illustrated the uncertainties due to scaling and interpolation processes only, and was 0.08 (18%), 0.22 (15%), 0.33 (12%) and 0.15 (14%) mm per day for winter, spring, summer and fall seasons, respectively. Therefore, observed RMSE between the different revisit scenarios and ground-based measurements were significantly higher than previous results for which the one-day revisit dataset was used as reference: The mean RMSE based on 13:00 observations varied from 0.53 mm per day (19%) for a two-day revisit, to 0.67 (25%) and 0.81 (30%) for a 4-day and 8-day revisit, respectively, and up to 0.94 mm per day (35%) for a 16-day revisit scenario. For water resources management, 30% uncertainty had been reported as the minimum specification of current ET products by [82] , and larger uncertainties would be less appropriate for hydrological applications at field scale (~100 m). It should be noted that our results were based on ground-based measurements only and did not account for potential uncertainties of retrieval algorithms when using actual remote sensing data. The above results ( Figure 6 ) were obtained when the one-day revisit dataset was selected as the reference dataset to mainly isolate the effect of the satellite return period on ET estimates. The one-day revisit dataset was derived from time-of-day clear-sky observations using daytime scaling and interpolation for the cloudy days. We also calculated uncertainty estimates using the measured monthly daytime ET (integration of all daytime measurements for all sky conditions) as reference dataset (Figure 7 ) to represent the uncertainties associated with daytime scaling and interpolation processes. The RMSE between the retrieved one-day revisit dataset based on 13:00 observations and the ground-based averages mainly illustrated the uncertainties due to scaling and interpolation processes only, and was 0.08 (18%), 0.22 (15%), 0.33 (12%) and 0.15 (14%) mm per day for winter, spring, summer and fall seasons, respectively. Therefore, observed RMSE between the different revisit scenarios and ground-based measurements were significantly higher than previous results for which the one-day revisit dataset was used as reference: The mean RMSE based on 13:00 observations varied from 0.53 mm per day (19%) for a two-day revisit, to 0.67 (25%) and 0.81 (30%) for a 4-day and 8-day revisit, respectively, and up to 0.94 mm per day (35%) for a 16-day revisit scenario. For water resources management, 30% uncertainty had been reported as the minimum specification of current ET products by [82] , and larger uncertainties would be less appropriate for hydrological applications at field scale (~100 m). It should be noted that our results were based on ground-based measurements only and did not account for potential uncertainties of retrieval algorithms when using actual remote sensing data. The effect of the revisit on ET retrievals depended on multiple factors, such as the land cover type and seasonal climate and was more pronounced for forests and croplands with larger evapotranspiration than woodland savannahs under semi-arid regional climate, for example ( Figure  8 ; Table A2 in Appendix A). Higher uncertainties were observed for forest sites in summer with seasonal RMSE values higher than 1 mm per day for revisit higher than 10 days (at 13:00, Figure 8 ). For each vegetation biome (i.e., croplands, grasslands, forests and woody savannahs), the return period had a stronger impact in spring and summer and lower impact in winter. However, such an impact of the revisit may vary from year to year depending on climate.
The maximum departure of monthly average ET from the one-day revisit dataset was represented by the maximum deviation estimator (i.e., the median error plus three median absolute deviations) and was used to evaluate the maximum observed uncertainties due to year-to-year climate variability or rapid changes in surface hydrology after particular rain or irrigation events ( Figure 9 ). Accounting for all sites, the maximum deviation estimator of ET using the full dataset based on 13:00 observations during summer (JJA) varied from 0.57 mm per day (33%) for a two-day revisit, to 0.83 (48%) and 1.16 (62%) for a 4-day and 8-day revisit, respectively, and up to 1.43 mm per day (80%) for a 16-day revisit scenario (Figure 9 ). Similar results were found when using the datasets based on the 10:00 observations. To illustrate both the site-by-site and temporal variabilities, results were disaggregated per site and month of the year in Figure 10 . For each site, the observed differences followed a similar seasonal pattern to the monthly average ET. We found higher differences for temperate grasslands and forests in summer and lower differences for grassland and savannahs in The effect of the revisit on ET retrievals depended on multiple factors, such as the land cover type and seasonal climate and was more pronounced for forests and croplands with larger evapotranspiration than woodland savannahs under semi-arid regional climate, for example ( Figure 8 ; Table A2 in Appendix A). Higher uncertainties were observed for forest sites in summer with seasonal RMSE values higher than 1 mm per day for revisit higher than 10 days (at 13:00, Figure 8 ). For each vegetation biome (i.e., croplands, grasslands, forests and woody savannahs), the return period had a stronger impact in spring and summer and lower impact in winter. However, such an impact of the revisit may vary from year to year depending on climate.
The maximum departure of monthly average ET from the one-day revisit dataset was represented by the maximum deviation estimator (i.e., the median error plus three median absolute deviations) and was used to evaluate the maximum observed uncertainties due to year-to-year climate variability or rapid changes in surface hydrology after particular rain or irrigation events (Figure 9 ). Accounting for all sites, the maximum deviation estimator of ET using the full dataset based on 13:00 observations during summer (JJA) varied from 0.57 mm per day (33%) for a two-day revisit, to 0.83 (48%) and 1.16 (62%) for a 4-day and 8-day revisit, respectively, and up to 1.43 mm per day (80%) for a 16-day revisit scenario (Figure 9 ). Similar results were found when using the datasets based on the 10:00 observations. To illustrate both the site-by-site and temporal variabilities, results were disaggregated per site and month of the year in Figure 10 . For each site, the observed differences followed a similar seasonal pattern to the monthly average ET. We found higher differences for temperate grasslands and forests in summer and lower differences for grassland and savannahs in semi-arid regions for which maximum differences due to the revisit were observed during rainy months as expected.
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 32 semi-arid regions for which maximum differences due to the revisit were observed during rainy months as expected. semi-arid regions for which maximum differences due to the revisit were observed during rainy months as expected. For example, the seasonal variability of monthly average ET of semi-arid grasslands at Audubon Ranch and Vaira Ranch (Figure 10i ,j) strongly depended on regional climate, i.e., rainy seasons which were different at those sites. Indeed, at Audubon Ranch, AZ, monthly average precipitation is maximal during July, August and September, but it is minimal and almost nil during those months at Vaira Ranch, CA. As a result, average monthly ET was low, around 2 mm per day at Vaira Ranch in spring and 1.3 mm per day at Audubon Ranch in summer. However, during rainy periods, maximum deviations were relatively large for the 8-and 16-day revisit and around 65% of the monthly mean for particular months at Audubon Ranch. Such differences were most likely due to rain events followed by periods of higher evapotranspiration that were not or only partly captured by the sampling, but that significantly modified the surface hydrology and monthly means. The observed differences for semi-arid sites were higher for ET estimates based on observations made at 13:00 than 10:00, probably due to the effect of water stress that is usually prevailing in the afternoon. No significant differences between results based on 10:00 or 13:00 measurements were found for the other sites. In general, only the two-day revisit datasets provided maximum deviations from the one-day revisit lower than 1 mm per day throughout the year.
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For example, the seasonal variability of monthly average ET of semi-arid grasslands at Audubon Ranch and Vaira Ranch (Figure 10i ,j) strongly depended on regional climate, i.e., rainy seasons which were different at those sites. Indeed, at Audubon Ranch, AZ, monthly average precipitation is maximal during July, August and September, but it is minimal and almost nil during those months at Vaira Ranch, CA. As a result, average monthly ET was low, around 2 mm per day at Vaira Ranch in spring and 1.3 mm per day at Audubon Ranch in summer. However, during rainy periods, maximum deviations were relatively large for the 8-and 16-day revisit and around 65% of the monthly mean for particular months at Audubon Ranch. Such differences were most likely due to rain events followed by periods of higher evapotranspiration that were not or only partly captured by the sampling, but that significantly modified the surface hydrology and monthly means. The observed differences for semi-arid sites were higher for ET estimates based on observations made at 13:00 than 10:00, probably due to the effect of water stress that is usually prevailing in the afternoon. No significant differences between results based on 10:00 or 13:00 measurements were found for the other sites. In general, only the two-day revisit datasets provided maximum deviations from the oneday revisit lower than 1 mm per day throughout the year. The effect of a single precipitation event on evaporative ratios estimates is illustrated at Audubon Ranch with data collected in spring 2004 (Figure 11 ). At Audubon, the rainfalls are not frequent in April, and the cumulated precipitation for April is usually low and less than 10 mm during normal years. In April 2004, the station measured a strong precipitation event of 50 mm of rainwater for a few days. This event was followed by a two-day period with large ET, up to 3.2 mm per day, mainly due to the high contribution of soil evaporation on total ET after a rain, and a longer period (around 30 days) with plant transpiration. In this case, the maximum deviations from the reference datasets corresponded to realizations of the 8-day and 16-day revisit scenarios that were able to capture the peak of evapotranspiration after the event (Figure 11 ). The effect of a single precipitation event on evaporative ratios estimates is illustrated at Audubon Ranch with data collected in spring 2004 (Figure 11 ). At Audubon, the rainfalls are not frequent in April, and the cumulated precipitation for April is usually low and less than 10 mm during normal years. In April 2004, the station measured a strong precipitation event of 50 mm of rainwater for a few days. This event was followed by a two-day period with large ET, up to 3.2 mm per day, mainly due to the high contribution of soil evaporation on total ET after a rain, and a longer period (around 30 days) with plant transpiration. In this case, the maximum deviations from the reference datasets corresponded to realizations of the 8-day and 16-day revisit scenarios that were able to capture the peak of evapotranspiration after the event (Figure 11 ). Indeed, this local maximum was not representative of the April surface hydrology and revisit scenarios of eight days and up which strongly relied on temporal interpolation tended to then overestimate monthly ET. Depending on the day of initialization, maximum differences in monthly average ET in April 2004 were 0.03, 0.08 mm, 0.35 mm, and 0.7 mm per day for a 2, 4, 8 and 16-day revisit scenarios, respectively, representing around 2%, 7%, 31% and 61% of the monthly mean derived from the one-day dataset (i.e., 1.14 mm per day), respectively. The largest discrepancies were due to coarse samplings of the evaporative ratio ( Figure 11 ) and interpolation procedures to estimate missing data that were not able to well represent individual and rapid events. For actual applications, such unrealistic cases should be identified and flagged by using additional information, such as the rainfall climatology or cloud cover dynamic. When ET did not vary significantly with time, e.g., low ET values in May 2004, the different sampling scenarios provided very similar results. Indeed, this local maximum was not representative of the April surface hydrology and revisit scenarios of eight days and up which strongly relied on temporal interpolation tended to then overestimate monthly ET. Depending on the day of initialization, maximum differences in monthly average ET in April 2004 were 0.03, 0.08 mm, 0.35 mm, and 0.7 mm per day for a 2, 4, 8 and 16-day revisit scenarios, respectively, representing around 2%, 7%, 31% and 61% of the monthly mean derived from the one-day dataset (i.e., 1.14 mm per day), respectively. The largest discrepancies were due to coarse samplings of the evaporative ratio ( Figure 11 ) and interpolation procedures to estimate missing data that were not able to well represent individual and rapid events. For actual applications, such unrealistic cases should be identified and flagged by using additional information, such as the 
Discussion
Scaling ET from Instantaneous Observations to Daytime Averages
The analysis of different scaling methods showed that the daytime self-preservation of evaporative ratios based on the available energy (AE), surface solar radiation (R G ), top-of-atmosphere irradiance (R TOA ) or potential evapotranspiration reference (PET) fluxes was usually not verified throughout the year for all the sites as already noted by other authors, such as References [4, 36, 43] , for example. Similar to previous studies based on noon observations [33, 34, 40] , we observed on average an underestimation of daytime ET derived from scaling methods using observations at 10:00 and 13:00.
Anderson et al. [4] used a constant β factor of 1.1 to compensate for underestimation of daytime total ET estimated using the evaporative fraction (i.e., β AE ) measured at midday. Following these results, Cammalleri et al. [38] applied the same correction to the evaporative fraction in an inter-comparison study of scaling methods. On average over all the sites, we found that the β factor varied from 0.93 to 1.18 (0.99 to 1.19, respectively) when derived from observations at 10:00 (13:00, respectively), depending on the scaling reference flux used. In comparison to the value used by Anderson et al. [4] , we found an average β AE factor of 1.18 and 1.17 when based on 10:00 and 13:00 measurements. In our study, the scaling method based on top-of-atmosphere irradiance (R TOA ) was associated with β factor closer to one and similar or lower median errors than the other methods (Table 3) . It should be noted that observed median errors and median absolute deviations were relatively low for all the methods, especially when considering the methods based on radiation fluxes (R G and R TOA ). Similar results had been found by Delogu et al. [35] and Ryu et al. [39] . Such results partly explained why no unique method has been clearly identified and selected yet by the scientific community for daytime scaling. Existing studies have already illustrated good performances of each of the four methods selected in this paper (see Table 1 ). For example, Cammalleri et al. [38] found that the incoming surface shortwave radiation R G was the most robust scaling flux and found higher bias when using PET, while Tang et al. [37] found the best performance when using a scaling method based on PET.
The effect of the acquisition time on the median error and deviation associated with the different scaling methods depended on the experimental sites (Table A1 in Appendix A). On average, we found smaller median errors and median absolute deviations in daytime average ET when the scaling methods are based on data collected at 13:00 (Table 3) . β factors were also closer to unity. Results are in line with Lagouarde et al. [16] who also showed that time-of-day to daytime ET scaling methods provided the best performance for satellite overpass around 13:00.
To derive surface ET at a larger scale using remote sensing data, it is necessary to estimate time-of-day ET at the satellite overpass time concurrently with time-of-day and daytime total values of the scaling reference flux. The evaporative fraction (i.e., AE is the scaling flux) has already been used by multiple ET retrieval algorithms based on remote sensing data, for example [4, 9, 10, 15, 83, 84] . As already mentioned by Zhang and Lemeur [34] , Van Niel et al. [36] and Ryu et al. [39] , the evaporative ratio based on R TOA can be accurately derived from a simple formula and represents a viable alternative for large-scale hydrological applications. Of all the methods we tested, our results verified those from Ryu et al. [39] and suggested that the scaling based on modeled R TOA might be a very good candidate for large-scale remote sensing applications. Moreover, the method based on modeled R TOA slightly outperformed the other methods.
Impact of the Satellite Revisit Period on ET Estimates
We showed that the impact of the revisit on ET depended on multiple factors, such as the local seasonal climate and land cover type. Therefore, the revisit period-a critical specification for missions that propose to retrieve ET from remote sensing data-strongly depends on the objective of the missions. Globally, the average impact of the revisit on seasonal ET (as represented by the mean RMSE calculated over a multi-year dataset) depended on the season and varied from 16%, 13%, and 18% for a two-day revisit to 41%, 31% and 43% for a 16-day revisit in spring, summer and fall, respectively, based on observations at 13:00 ( Figure 6 ). Results were derived from clear-sky ground measurements collected by 21 AmeriFlux towers distributed in the USA and they represented average conditions observed at those sites. Previous studies performed for Europe revealed a much smaller availability of cloud-free observations over northern regions [55] , for example. On average, we found that four-day revisit systems should provide a significant improvement in temporal sampling to monitor surface ET reducing by around 40% the uncertainty of ET products derived from a 16-day system, such as Landsat (Table A2 in Appendix A). Driven by agricultural and water resources management applications, the nominal uncertainty requirements for satellite-based ET products specified by the Meteosat Second Generation Program [82] is 25% when evapotranspiration is higher than 0.4 mm per hour, and equal to 0.1 mm per hour otherwise, with a minimum requirement of 30%. Based on our results, a 30% uncertainty requirement on multi-year seasonal ET average was almost verified by a 16-day revisit period in summer (i.e., 31% based on 13:00 observations) and was only verified by a four-day revisit in spring and fall when accounting for the full dataset.
Relatively high RMSE values were observed between the one-day and two-day revisit scenarios (around 16% depending on the season-see Figure 6 ) clearly illustrates the fact that missing observations due to cloud coverage or orbital characteristics strongly impact the quality of the retrievals as already mentioned by Lagouarde et al. [16] . Based on statistical cloudiness analysis over Western Europe during spring and summer periods, Lagouarde et al. [16, 55] showed that the average period of time without any cloud-free data varied from 5 to 10 days for a one-day revisit period, and up to 20 days for a two-day revisit. For these regions, the authors concluded that only a one-day revisit system was able to assess at field scale the rapid changes in surface hydrology after a specific rainfall or irrigation event. For precipitation events associated with short drying periods, we also found that rapid changes in surface hydrology could be partially captured by a two-day revisit instrument or totally missed by a four-day system. At Audubon Ranch, AZ in April 2004 for example, one of the two realizations of the two-day revisit scenario was not able to fully capture the short drying period after the event (red line in Figure 11a ). However, in such a case and for revisit periods lower than four days, the short drying period did not significantly affect the monthly or seasonal mean, and the relevance of an impact of the revisit period might depend on the desired application. Most realizations of the 8-day and 16-day revisit scenarios were missing the drying period, but provided monthly total average close to the reference dataset. Therefore, return periods of eight days or more are not fully appropriate to daily operational management, such as irrigation scheduling. On the other hand, the realizations of the 8-and 16-day revisit scenarios that were able to capture the drying period were associated with strong discrepancies with the reference due to interpolation process of missing data due to the revisit and cloudiness. For most of the sites, we found that the maximum observed deviation of ET from the one-day revisit dataset-described by the median error plus three median absolute deviation of monthly average in our experiment-was lower than 1 mm per day for revisit periods of two days only ( Figure 10 ). For agricultural sites, a four-day return period was associated with the maximum deviation of monthly ET average varying from 1 to 1.75 mm per day during the crop season (Figure 10 ). At most of the sites, the percentage of cloudy observations was slightly higher in the afternoon, but we did not find significant and systematic differences between the impact of the revisit on daytime ET based on observations made at 10:00 and 13:00 In comparison with the study by Delogu et al. [35] , we found a larger sensitivity of the uncertainty on daytime ET estimates to changes in the revisit period. Using two two-year ground-based datasets collected in France and a one-year dataset collected in Morocco, Delogu et al. [35] found that revisit periods lower than six days had no significant impact on the estimation of seasonal average ET based on the evaporative fraction scaling method, probably reflecting a low temporal variability of surface hydrology. Nevertheless, while we found that the revisit was critical to capture rapid changes in surface hydrology, the revisit was a less essential parameter to derive ET at yearly or seasonal time scales. Therefore, the relevance of sensitivity studies and ET uncertainty assessment strongly depends on the application.
This study was based on in situ observations, which implied the assumption of a perfect ET retrieval algorithm (i.e., latent heat fluxes are derived from in-situ observations associated with lower uncertainty than remote sensing retrievals) using perfect land surface temperature (LST) measurements from space, whereas LST retrievals can be prone to large uncertainties (several K) due to atmospheric corrections, emissivity and directional effects for instance [85, 86] . Consequently, expected uncertainties associated with actual satellite-based ET products may be higher than those reported in this paper. For example, reviews of satellite-based ET validation studies [14, 87, 88] reported average uncertainty on derived ET of around 0.8 mm per day. Based on a review of 33 research articles, Karimi and Bastiaanssen [89] reported that the error associated with remote sensing-based ET estimates varied from 1% to 20% depending on the land surface type and local climate with a mean relative error of around 5% and a standard deviation of 5%.
For a given revisit, the uncertainty on ET estimates (i.e., RMSE) may depend on the interpolation procedure used to fill the gaps between two consecutive clear-sky observations. We chose a linear interpolation technique (of the evaporative fraction) for its simplicity. Intermediate results (not described in this paper) suggested that spline or bilinear interpolation methods were less appropriate to represent rapid changes in surface hydrology measured by the stations. Therefore, temporal interpolation and disaggregation strategies based on blended remote sensing products derived from systems at different temporal resolutions, e.g., the Disaggregation of the Radiometric Temperature (DisTrad) method [90, 91] , the Disaggregation of Evaporative Fraction (DEFrac) [91, 92] and the Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) [93, 94] , have been successfully used to improve ET estimates at high spatial resolution for precision agriculture applications. Bindhu et al. [95] were able to disaggregate MODIS LST products at 1 km to the resolution of Landsat 7 (60 m) with an RMSE lower than 0.96 K using a refined version of DisTrad (NL-DisTrad). To some extent, such techniques help to reduce uncertainties due to temporal interpolation. However, datasets with a higher temporal resolution usually have a coarser spatial resolution that can introduce uncertainties due to spatial variability of LST within pixels at km scale [96, 97] .
Conclusions
We used Ameriflux data to evaluate the performance of four different methods commonly used to scale ET from time-of-day observations to daytime averages and quantify the impact of the revisit period of observational systems on ET uncertainty. We found that the different methods performed relatively well and the observed differences with ground-based measurements were associated with low median errors and median absolute deviations. The scaling method based on the top-of-atmosphere solar radiation (R TOA ) ensured slightly better performance than the other methods (i.e., β factor closer to unity and lower median errors on average). Moreover, the scaling method based on modeled R TOA does not require ancillary information (only time, date and location) and might be very suitable for large-scale remote sensing applications. Uncertainties of daytime ET estimates increased with longer revisit times and the impact of different revisit periods depended on the land cover type and local climate. During spring, summer and fall, a five-day revisit scenario was associated with 30% or less uncertainty on seasonal ET average. For most of our sites, we did not find significant and systematic differences between the impact of the revisit on daytime ET based on observations made at 10:00 and 13:00 On average, we found that four-or five-day revisit systems may provide a significant improvement in temporal sampling to monitor surface ET reducing by around 40% the uncertainty of ET products derived from a 16-day revisit system, such as Landsat. The capability to capture the contribution of rapid changes in moisture events to surface hydrology and ET was significantly reduced for return periods of eight days or more. As already mentioned by Anderson et al. [12] , a four-day revisit system could be achieved by using a constellation of four different Landsat satellites. Owensby, Steve Pallardy, Russell Scott, Andy Suyker, and Margaret Torn. In addition, funding for AmeriFlux data resources was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Science. AmeriFlux data are available online at http://ameriflux.ornl.gov/ from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC), Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.
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Appendix A Table A1 . β factors derived from observations made at 10:00 and 13:00 for each site and different reference scaling fluxes: the available energy (AE), surface solar radiation (R G ), simulated top-of-atmosphere solar radiation (R TOA ) and potential evapotranspiration (PET). The AmeriFlux site ID labels are defined in Table 2 . Two agricultural sites near Mead, NE (i.e., Ne1 and Ne2) represent irrigated crops. 
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